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Toys for trainers
By Patricia A. Made
GL board member and independent trainer

Put more than 20 journalists, academics and media trainers in a room together, give them

a computer loaded with more than 100 stories from the media that have been classified and

structured for training, and watch them play.

“We can use this with our graduate and post-graduate students; This is great for conducting

awareness-training with the media on gender; Journalists can use this resource to see how to infuse

gender aspects into their own stories; Women can be empowered to read the newspaper differently,”

were just some of the ideas and remarks that came from the group as they navigated through the

Virtual Resource Training (VRT) site.

The VRT is one of Gender Link’s (GL) most innovative training projects, which illustrates

how research, training and the new media (Internet-based technology) can be brought together

in one lively and inter-active product. 

A direct output of the 2003 Gender and Media Baseline Study (GMBS), the VRT is based on

all the print media case studies gathered as part of the GMBS, which are now categorized

according to subject and the gender-specific issues that the articles raise, and put into a format for media trainers.

A walk through the VRT provides the trainer with the actual case study (media article), several exercises that examine the gender

dimensions of it, a link to training tools that can be used with the case study, and notes to guide the trainer through the key points and issues.

Besides drawing on the case studies from the GMBS, the VRT also pulls together a wealth of training material from Gender Link’s training

manuals on Gender Violence, Gender, HIV and AIDS, Gender, Religion and Culture, and Gender Imaging. The articles are classified according

to countries, themes (or the ‘beats’ covered by the media daily such as politics, economics, sports, religion, agriculture, etc), issues (portrayal

of women and men, gender stereotypes, gender-blind or gender- aware reporting, etc) and media skills (angle of the story, newsgathering skills,

missing data, editing techniques, etc). Images and cartoons also are in the VRT making it almost a multi-media training shop.

A two-day training workshop for media trainers and journalists from Eastern and Southern Africa held in March 2004 at Gender Links also

showed that the VRT is user-friendly and easily adaptable for training.

After jumping right into the site and moving through it with pens and notebooks in hand, the participants then took copies of South African

newspapers, chose articles and developed their own training sessions, using the methodology implored in the VRT. Drawing on information and

tools in the training resource, the participants immediately created more than 20 new case studies for the site, which has a facility for regular

updating and sharing of case study material through Gender Links E-GEM.

Internet-based training material is a reality that allows many people to learn from their own desks without having to worry about the lack

of time to sit in structured classes. The VRT meets this need for practicing journalists, editors, copy editors, cartoonists and photographers who

may need accessible and quick information on how to

incorporate gender into their work while on the job already.

But, as the trainers and journalists themselves pointed

out in their own assessment on how the VRT can be used

(see below), this new GL resource also opens up for

trainers, media networks, academic institutions, among

others, room for many different kinds of activities which

empower women and men, girls and boys to understand

gender in and through the media. 

Try it out! The VRT can be found at

www.genderlinks.org.za
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T
raining is a critical entry point for

mainstreaming gender in the media.  In

2001 GL undertook a media training

needs assessment of the SADC region for the NSJ

Trust, with the support of the Netherlands

Institute of Southern Africa (NIZA). GL also

became actively involved in helping to form a

Southern African Media Trainers Network

(SAMTRAN). This gave GL critical insight into,

and links with, mainstream media training

institutions.

Training tools
GL has since worked with the Institute for

the Advancement of Journalism (IAJ), the AIDS

Law Project, and Southern African Media

Services Organisation (SAMSO) in developing a

number of gender and media training tools.

These include: Gender in Media Education, a Southern African Tool Kit;

a Gender, Culture and the Media training Manual; Gender and HIV

AIDS, a Manual for Southern African Media and Communicators, and

Picture our Lives: Gender and Images.  

Each of the tools has been developed through hands-on workshops;

testing materials in actual training;

engaging local experts and

organizations and through

thorough peer reviews involving

media trainers in the region.

GL has also launched an

innovative Virtual Resource Centre

for trainers that includes case

materials from the GMBS and will be

continually updated with new

examples.  The GMBS comes with a

database-driven search engine that

enables trainers to locate case

material by country, theme and

according to what aspect of media

training this demonstrates (for

example, an ethical point, a sub

editing point etc). All these tools

have been tested and shared with

trainers at Training of Trainers

workshops.

Gender and media training

“Congratulations to
Gender Links for the
excellent work they are
doing in terms of gender
and the media in our
region. One hears so
often of how we should
try and make a
difference in the lives of
ordinary people: you are
one of those institutions
making that difference.
Thank you for your hard
work, for bringing about
that change, for giving
equality and equity
meaning in a world and
a living in which the
majority of our
population would
otherwise just not
exist.”Lizette Rabe

Professor and Head:
Department of Journalism
University of Stellenbosch

Mainstreaming gender in media education

At the time that GL began a pilot project with the IAJ that led to the

development of a manual called Gender in Media Education, a Southern

African Tool Kit geared towards in-service training, it had also started on a

three year project with the Polytechnic of Namibia (PON) focusing on

mainstreaming gender into entry-level journalism. The project is a

landmark both because it gave us the opportunity to start on the ground

floor with a new media programme, and because of its sustained nature 

This project involved integrating gender into all key areas of the

curriculum including community journalism, broadcasting, photo-

journalism and sub-editing. The project culminates in a student-run wire

service for the 2004 Namibian elections. The entire process is being

documented in a primer that will be shared at the Gender and Media Summit.

Newsroom training in Botswana. Photo: Trevor Davies

A PON student at work.
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Reflections of an “engendered” media student
By: Denver Isaacs*

Since I started the National Diploma in Journalism course in 2003, gender balance has been

one of the most frequently touched subjects in lectures.  

Whether we were in an “Information Gathering and Writing for the Media” lecture, or on

a field trip in Okakarara, we were constantly being reminded to have a balance between male

and female sources.

I think that the training has been useful, as it has helped me get much more information

than I probably would have gotten otherwise.  Without it, I might have been content with

similar comments from various men in leading positions, while missing out on more diverse

opinions from those who are generally more desolate.

Although I still find that some women do not want to talk to journalists, and would rather

send you to speak to a man nearby, I have found that generally, women have different ways of

looking at an issue from men.  

An example of this can be found in the vendor profile I did on Oscar Locke in the July 2004

issue of the Big Issue Namibia.  While Locke was more concerned about making an income, his

mother’s primary concern was his safety, and through talking about this, she allowed me to see

the dangers in the area in which they live.    

The training has not only had the direct effect of making me more aware of the different views that men and women might have on the

same topic, but also forced me to look at other forms of diversity.  

For example, while planning for a story, I look at interviewing people from all walks of life, something that has been prompted by my

gender awareness training.

I have also been able to move away from stereotyping, which I have realized through the training, creeps into writing easily and

unnoticeably.  

For example, in the April 2004 issue of the Big Issue Namibia, I had written a news story on the Women’s Action for Development (WAD)’s

new training centre in Okakarara.  

I interviewed a young man there who wanted to start a hair salon, and would have probably missed his story had I walked in there with

preconceived ideas about a man’s place, and about this being a “women only function.”  I think I might also have opened the eyes of many

other men, who probably also thought that this was only a women’s thing, who might still benefit from the training offered at that training

centre.

However, as the gender training stretched across our first year and a half of the diploma, some of the students in my class were becoming

a bit irritated, and a debate started to arise on whether or not it is necessary to have so much of the same topic discussed.  

Some believed that since we now know the basics, it becomes an issue of attitude, and is no longer an educational thing. Others said that

they were employing the knowledge being taught, but were still forced to spend time in class being told the same thing.  They thought that the

time would be better spent teaching shorthand courses, or workshops on software we were using for video production and layout design.

At the end of the day, I think that we are the better for the training, and have been adequately prepared mentally for the industry, by what

we have learnt in the workshops and lectures on gender awareness.  Although it is now up to us to apply this knowledge, I think that regular

reaffirming is needed to ensure that we stay on guard.

(*Denver Isaacs is a student at the Polytechnic of Namibia who is coming to the end of his three year training. His reflections on

the gender and media component of the training are part of the forthcoming primer on mainstreaming gender into entry level media

training being developed by PON and GL) 

Gender, human rights and the media

GL, in collaboration with media training institutions across the region

and in South Africa’s nine provinces, has run several workshops on reporting

from a human rights perspective with a special emphasis on gender violence

and HIV/AIDS. Each of these workshops produces a special supplement as

part of the training under GL’s Our Writes/Rights logo, carried by the

mainstream media. The major focus over the last year has been on Gender,

HIV/AIDS and the Media, using a training manual that GL has developed

and shared with trainers in the region through a training of trainer

workshop.
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Gender, HIV AIDS and the media
By Mothibi Mohomane
GL Gender justice programme officer 

It is still an eye opener and a growth period for me to be shuttling around conducting Gender,

HIV and AIDS and the Media training workshops. From Limpopo to Lesotho, North West to Free

State, reactions and learning differ vastly.

In Limpopo, media practitioners, journalists, civil society organizations, and students from

the University of the North (our partner), came in droves to be part of the training, not knowing

what was at stake. 

Once we started, participants listened, argued, laughed, and were startled. What startled them

most was when persons living with HIV/AIDS spoke about themselves, and openly disclosed their

statuses. This was a revelation, as some participants had not had or spoken to people living with

the virus. 

As the first speaker recounted how she had contracted the virus, how she is surviving, the stigma

and discrimination she faces from day to day, the extent of the hardship faced became clear.  As the

second speaker took the podium, I began to examine my own biases. 

My mother assists at an AIDS Hospice in Kensington. That’s where I had first greeted people

living with the virus. But I had not heard them speak about the hardships they face day to day. The training workshops brought me face to face

with the realities that face our families and communities as the infected and the affected. 

In the midst of it all, a close friend died of an AIDS - related illnesses. When he started to show signs of sickness, and lost a lot of weight, I

could not handle it. When he began to be disoriented, and could not remember my child I felt like crying. 

A couple of weeks later, my mother called me. I knew from her tone that the worst had happened. She told me about the passing away of

my friend whom I grew up with.

Then came the Free State workshop. As in all these one week workshops, we started out with first hand-accounts. The speaker told us how

she contracted the virus: through a blood transfusion after a car accident. It dawned on me that there are other ways the virus can be contracted.

She spoke about her positive outlook, despite this enormous casualty in her life.

I noticed a different mood amongst the participants. A man raised his hand, and said he wanted to say something. I let him speak. He

introduced himself, and said words I will not forget, but I that by now I had heard a number of times. 

“I am HIV positive, and have been for some time”. The room became emotional, as he told his story. After telling his story, an elderly lady,

a health worker, raised her hand and told us about her cousin who had passed on because of an AIDS- related illnesses. She had not been able

to offer assistance. When she broke down, another woman raised her hand and said: “I too, lost my mother and father, and cousin, and I could

not deal with the events that happened then, until today”. 

A workshop about communicating on gender and HIV/AIDS turned into a safe space for participants to bare their hearts on the situations

that they had found themselves in. 

The workshops have been a way of reaching out to civil society organisations, media practitioners, journalists, government officials, on

issues, language, and sensitivity. The ongoing relevance of this king of work cannot be over estimated.

Electronic media 
Following the development of Picture our Lives with SAMSO, and of

the video Making Every Voice Count that includes a training video, GL

has been placing much greater emphasis on visuals and the electronic

media in its work. GL has also made use of online training as a way of

providing continuous learning and networking.

Newsroom training
In response to concerns by media houses that they cannot always

release staff for week- long workshops, and from participants that they go

back to newsrooms with little appreciation for what they have learned, GL

has conducted a number of on-site or newsroom media training workshops.

This has been the primary method used in the latest round of human rights

training workshops that focus on gender, elections ad the media, as part of

GL’s gender and governance programme.

Future directions
� Managing and growing the Virtual Resource Centre.

� Using the PON primer to work with other entry level training

institutions.

� Engaging with universities on gender in media curricula.

� Helping media to grapple with gender in daily coverage through

newsroom training.
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